User guide of www.medastrana.com

The necessary data that you must enter in order to have your Medastrana analysis
Choose one of the analyzes on the left at home page. Once you have selected the
desired analysis, when prompted, enter some data which is necessary for the
algorithm to generate the results of your alternative holistic personal analysis. The
necessary information that you must enter (depends on what analysis you choose)
are the following: name, last name, date of birth, the street number of your home
(enter only numbers and letters, not the street or avenue name) and some random
words in the Medastrana divination methods.
Correct enter of your name in order to have your analysis
About the correct enter of your first name: enter your name (as you baptized), if
you have not baptized, enter the name you are given. For example, your real name
is Joanna, but people call you Jo, you enter the name Joanna. If you have more than
one "first name", enter all of them in the name field, for example if your "first"
name is Catherine and Jane, you will enter both of them as follows:
CatherineJane. The same directions are given in order to enter in a correct way your
last name.
Correct enter of your birth date in order to have your analysis
About the correct enter of your birth date: if the date of birth is different from the
one you indicated in your ID, enter the actual date of birth and do not enter the one
you have in the ID.
Correct enter of the number of your house in order to have your analysis
About the correct enter of your house number(of the road or avenue): enter all the
numbers you have, for example, the number of your house is 58-60, you will enter
all the numbers in a single digit: 5860. If you have more than one entrances in your
house, may be, one of your entrances has the number 8 and the other entrance has
the number 11, so you enter the numbers in one digit: 811. In case that you moved
recently, you enter the number of the road or avenue that you live now, but you
must live at this house at least for two or three years, otherwise enter the street
number of the house that you lived before. If the number of the street or avenue

contains letters, enter both the numbers and letters, for example the number of
your house is 65A, enter: 65A. If your house does not have a number, enter a
number that you feel that is the best you could have.

About the payment of Medastrana analysis.
Medastrana accepts payments only through PayPal, is fast, easy, and 100% secure.
PayPal has very strict procedures to ensure complete e-commerce security; this
protects both the merchant and the customer. It’s very easy to open a Pay Pal
account. For further information on how to open a pay pal account go to
www.paypal.com.
Print options of your analyzes
Once you choose the analysis you wish to have (The Medastrana analyzes are on the
left-main page), fill out the required fields and through a very powerful and complex
algorithm the result is automatically displayed on your screen. You have the option
to print the analysis results through your printer on paper. You can also print it on
xps file format, or PDF format, it depends on the kind of the software you have on
your computer. By printing to a file, you can share it with people you love and trust.
You can also send an analysis as a gift to a person you love like a friend or your love
match.
Contact Dimitris A. Pollatos
You can contact Dimitris A. Pollatos by 1) email : info@medastrana.com, 2) by Skype,
name : Medastrana, 3) Facebook page and group Medastrana.

